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Abstract

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) targeted nanoparticle are developed by conjugating a single-chain anti-EGFR antibody (ScFvEGFR) to surface functionalized quantum dots (QDs) or magnetic iron oxide (IO) nanoparticles. The results show that ScFvEGFR can be successfully conjugated to the nanoparticles, resulting in compact ScFvEGFR nanoparticles that specifically bind to and are internalized by EGFR-expressing cancer cells, thereby producing a fluorescent signal or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast. In vivo tumor targeting and uptake of the nanoparticles in human cancer cells is demonstrated after systemic delivery of ScFvEGFR-QDs or ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles into an orthotopic pancreatic cancer model. Therefore, ScFvEGFR nanoparticles have potential to be used as a molecular-targeted in vivo tumor imaging agent. Efficient internalization of ScFvEGFR nanoparticles into tumor cells after systemic delivery suggests that the EGFR-targeted nanoparticles can also be used for the targeted delivery of therapeutic agents.
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1. Introduction

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) signaling pathway plays an important role in the regulation of cell proliferation, survival, and differentiation.\cite{1,2} Upregulation of EGFR is found in many cancer types, which provides an opportunity for designing receptor-targeted approaches for cancer detection and treatment.\cite{3,4} The difference in the level of EGFR expression between normal cells and tumor cells, coupled with the phenomenon of the cellular internalization of EGFR-antibody complexes, suggests that EGFR is a potential marker for in vivo receptor-targeted molecular imaging with excellent tumor-to-background contrast, and that EGFR is a good mediator for the targeted drug delivery.\cite{5,6} Previous studies have examined the feasibility of conjugating imaging contrast agents or nanoparticles with EGF, the natural ligand to EGFR, and the monoclonal antibody to EGFR in vitro.\cite{7-10} However, the use of a growth stimulating ligand to target EGFR has limitations when used in developing an application for cancer patients. Although several anti-EGFR monoclonal antibodies have been used for cancer treatment in patients, they have a relatively large size, which limits the number of ligands that can be linked to the surface of a nanoparticle and impedes intratumoral distribution due to interstitial tumor pressure. For example, an immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody has an average size of $14.5 \times 8.5 \times 4 \text{ nm}^3$ and a molecular weight of 160 kDa.\cite{11,12} As an alternative for generating EGFR-targeted nanoparticles, a single-chain anti-EGFR antibody (ScFvEGFR) provides a much smaller targeting ligand. A single-chain Fv (scFv) fragment consists of antibody heavy- and light-chain variable domains connected with a flexible peptide linker. The resulting antibody fragment (25 to 28 kDa) is smaller than 20% of an intact antibody but maintains a high binding affinity and specificity.\cite{6,13}

Recently, several types of nanoparticles including quantum dots (QDs), magnetic iron oxide (IO), gold, and polymer-based nanoparticles have been developed for cancer
The concept of designing and synthesizing tumor-targeted or multifunctional nanoparticles for cancer imaging and therapy has been demonstrated and the results show that nanotechnology may provide new means for in vivo tumor-targeted imaging and drug delivery. However, the challenges for the development of tumor-targeted nanoparticles for in vivo applications are also recognized. For instance, it is important to take into account that the nanoparticles should not only be stable enough to generate strong imaging signals, but should also have a modified surface with reactive functional groups for efficient conjugation of tumor targeting ligands and therapeutic agents. At present, fluorescence emitting quantum dots (QDs), a class of light-emitting nanoparticles, have been used for biomarker-targeted in vivo tumor imaging. Another type of nanoparticle, magnetic iron oxide (IO) nanoparticles, is particularly attractive and feasible for molecular imaging in the clinical setting because of prior applications of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), their biocompatibility and surface chemistry allowing for the introduction of functional biomolecules. Non-targeted magnetic IO nanoparticles have been used in imaging liver tumors and lymph node metastasis in human prostate cancer patients. Several studies have used dextran or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-coated IO nanoparticles to develop targeted imaging contrast agents by attaching targeting ligands, such as antibodies against Her-2/Neu or transferrin, folate acid, or tumor targeting short peptides. Results of these studies demonstrated the feasibility of using targeted nanoparticle probes for MRI of subcutaneously implanted tumors in animal models. However, several issues remain to be addressed to increase the sensitivity and specificity of the receptor-targeted tumor imaging agents for future use in cancer patients. Typical obstacles encountered for in vivo applications include heterogeneous levels of expression of the targeted receptor in human tumor cells, various physiological barriers preventing the nanoparticle from reaching the targeted cells, and lack of information on the intratumoral distribution and imaging capability of targeted nanoparticles within tumor sites that are relevant to the locations of most human primary and metastatic tumors.

In this study, we developed EGFR-targeted nanoparticles that specifically bind to and are internalized by EGFR-expressing tumor cells, which are present in a high percentage of the epithelial tumor types. To determine the specificity of ScFvEGFR to the tumor after conjugation to nanoparticles, we used two nanoparticle systems: QDs for direct visualization of binding, internalization, and tissue distribution, and magnetic IO nanoparticles for in vivo MRI of the tumor. The combination of a high affinity and small size single-chain anti-EGFR antibody as a tumor targeting ligand with a compact surface modification of the nanoparticle results in an EGFR-targeted nanoparticle that is able to selectively accumulate in the tumor with a high efficiency to delineate the location and size of the orthotopically xenografted human tumors in the pancreas of the nude mice by MRI. Our results demonstrated that ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles can function as a receptor-targeted MRI contrast agent for in vivo detection of pancreatic cancer.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Development and Characterization of ScFvEGFR-Conjugated QDs

We have developed a new strategy for conjugating recombinant proteins or peptides to nanoparticles, which utilizes the interactions between histidine and nickel molecules. The addition of six histidine residues to a protein is a commonly used method for the production and purification of recombinant proteins. Nickel (II) nitritriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) was first conjugated to QDs using a covalent linkage of the amine group of Ni-NTA with the carboxyl group (–COOH) of the amphiphilic polymer on the surface of the QDs (Figure 1A). His-tagged ScFvEGFR proteins (25 kDa) were mixed with Ni-NTA-QDs. Interaction of the His-tag with the nickel molecule of NTA leads to the stable conjugation of the ScFvEGFR single-chain antibody to the surface of QDs. This approach provides a
relatively simple procedure for conjugating tumor targeting peptides, protein ligands, or engineered antibodies to nanoparticles. The dissociation constant of six His-tagged protein to Ni-NTA has been measured as $10^{-13} \text{M}$, suggesting stronger binding than those of most antibodies. This indirect “His-tag” coupling method has an advantage over direct conjugation of targeting ligands to nanoparticles through covalent links that are formed randomly between functional groups of a protein and a nanoparticle since the His-tag can be engineered in a specific region of the targeting ligand so that the specificity and binding affinity of the targeted nanoparticles can be preserved.

To determine the specificity of ScFvEGFR nanoparticles, we tested the binding of such nanoprobes to EGFR-expressing cancer cell lines, including breast cancer 4T1 and MDA-MB-231 cells and pancreatic cancer MIA PaCa-2 cells. We found that ScFvEGFR-QDs selectively bound to the cell surface when incubated at 4 °C, whereas the non-targeted QDs did not bind to the cells (Figure 1B). Using confocal microscopy, we further observed the uptake of ScFvEGFR-QDs into MDA-MB-231 cells, which overexpress EGFR, but not in the MCF-7 cells, which express a low level of EGFR after incubation at 37 °C (Figure 1C). Positive reactivity of ScFvEGFR-conjugated nanoparticles to both human and mouse cancer cells is important for adequately evaluating target specificity and biodistribution of the EGFR-targeted nanoparticles in human tumor xenograft models in nude mice.

2.2. ScFvEGFR-QDs Targeting Pancreatic Tumors in an Orthotopic Human Pancreatic Cancer Xenograft Model

To determine if the systemic delivery of ScFvEGFR nanoparticles leads to the target specific accumulation of the nanoparticles into the EGFR-expressing tumors in vivo, we injected the EGFR-targeted QDs through the tail vein into the mice bearing orthotopic pancreatic cancer from an EGFR positive human pancreatic cancer cell line, MIA PaCa-2. We found large numbers of QD-bound tumor cells in the tumor areas after examination of frozen tissue sections (Figure 2A). High magnification of the tissue sections revealed that QDs resided in the cytoplasm of the tumor cells, suggesting uptake of ScFvEGFR-QDs by the cells in the tumor mass possibly via receptor mediated internalization. The results of confocal microscopy examination confirmed the cytoplasmic localization of the targeted QDs as small scattered fluorescent clusters (Figure 2A). In contrast, frozen tissue sections of the pancreatic tumors obtained from the mice that received non-targeted QDs did not have detectable QDs (Figure 2A).

Examination of frozen sections of normal tissues revealed strong QD signals in the livers and spleens obtained from the mice that received non-targeted QDs (Figure 2B), but markedly low signals of ScFvEGFR-QDs were detected in the above normal organs. Non-targeted QDs were found in the lungs and kidneys of the mice, but only a few scattered ScFvEGFR-QDs were found in these normal tissues (Figure 2B). On the other hand, we did not detect either non-targeted QDs or ScFvEGFR-QDs in the hearts (Figure 2B).

2.3. Engineering and Characterization of ScFvEGFR-Conjugated Magnetic IO Nanoparticles

To develop tumor-targeted nanoparticles for in vivo tumor imaging using MRI, we synthesized magnetic IO nanoparticles using an established method. The amphiphilic triblock polymer was used to stabilize and functionalize the surface of the IO nanoparticles (Figure 3A). ScFvEGFR was conjugated to IO nanoparticles by crosslinking carboxyl groups to amino groups of the ScFvEGFR proteins mediated by ethyl-3-dimethyl amino propyl carbodiimide (EDAC) (Figure 3A). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis showed that the obtained IO nanoparticle has a uniform core size of 10 nm.
Examination of the particle sizes using dynamic light scattering measurements (DLS) showed a particle size of \((15.7 \pm 2.1)\) nm after coating with an amphiphilic polymer layer and \((25.4 \pm 4.2)\) nm after conjugation with ScFvEGFR (Figure 3A). The thickness of the polymer layer is estimated as 2 nm or a total of 4 nm added to the diameter of the nanoparticle size. This surface coating is stable in a physiological pH buffer solution at room temperature for over 16 months.

The efficiency of conjugating the recombinant proteins to the amphiphilic polymer of the nanoparticles was determined using a recombinant His-tagged green fluorescence protein (GFP). His-tagged GFPs (27 kDa) were conjugated to QDs or IO nanoparticles as described above. The number of proteins conjugated to each nanoparticle was determined by measuring the fluorescence intensity of a diluted sample of GFP-nanoparticles at an emission wavelength of 505 nm. Fluorescence intensity of the conjugated nanoparticles was compared with a standard curve generated from different numbers of free GFP molecules to obtain a total number of GFPs in the nanoparticle preparation. The average number of GFPs on each nanoparticle was calculated by dividing the total number of GFP molecules with the number of nanoparticles. We found that about 8 to 10 GFPs were conjugated to each nanoparticle.

2.4. Tumor Targeting Ability and MRI Contrast Effect of ScFvEGFR-IO Nanoparticles

To determine whether the resulting ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles retain the target specificity to EGFR-expressing cells, we incubated non-targeting IO or ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles with MIA PaCa-2 cancer cells or the normal human embryonic kidney cell line HEK 293, which has a low level of EGFR expression,\(^{[31]}\) at 37 °C for 2 h. We detected a large number of iron-positive cells in the MIA PaCa-2 cells and very few positively stained cells in the HEK 293 cells using Prussian blue staining. In contrast, a few iron-positive cells were detected after incubating EGFR-expressing MIA PaCa-2 cancer cells with non-targeted IO nanoparticles (Figure 3B).

We further demonstrated that the specific internalization of magnetic IO nanoparticles into cells results in a MRI contrast change due to the fact that a significant signal drop in \(T_1\) and \(T_2\) weighted gradient echo imaging as well as \(T_2\) weighted spin echo imaging was detected in the cells incubated with ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles but not with non-targeted IO or GFP-IO nanoparticles (Figure 3C). The \(T_2\) relaxometry measurement confirmed a significant decrease of \(T_2\) value in MDA-MB-231 cells treated with the ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles compared to those treated with GFP-IO nanoparticles (Figure 3D). Since the decrease of \(T_2\) value is proportional to the increase of iron concentration, \(T_2\) relaxometry data suggests that the change of \(T_2\) weighted MRI contrast is induced by the specific binding of ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles to the EGFR-expressing cells.

2.5. EGFR-Targeted MRI in vivo Using ScFvEGFR-IO Nanoparticles in an Orthotopic Pancreatic Cancer Xenograft Model

Receptor targeting and MRI of human pancreatic cancer in vivo using ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles were investigated. The EGFR-targeted or non-targeted IO nanoparticles were administrated via the tail vein and followed by MRI at different post-contrast time points. Results of the \(T_2\) weighted fast spin echo imaging showed that the ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles selectively accumulated within the pancreatic tumors, as evidenced by a decrease in MRI signal in the area of the tumor. This change in the MRI signal was noted from 5 to 30 h after the tail vein injection of the targeted nanoparticles. Furthermore, tumor lesions, found by observing the MRI signal change from ScFvEGFR-IO targeting (Figure 4A), was confirmed by histological examination of the pancreatic tissue. Two tumor nodules 3 to 4 mm in diameter found within the pancreas correlated very well in sizes measured...
from the MRI of this tumor-bearing mouse (Figure 4A, lower right). However, a pancreatic
tumor in the mouse that received non-targeted IO nanoparticles did not have detectable MRI
signal changes (Figure 4B). To estimate the level of IO nanoparticles in the tumor tissues,
we measured the MRI signal changes in the representative areas of the tumor in the mice
that received either targeted or non-targeted IO nanoparticles. Using the MRI signal level of
muscle tissue as a baseline, we found that there is a 4.8 fold change in the MRI signal within
the pancreatic tumor of the mouse that received ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles compared to
the mouse that received non-targeted IO nanoparticles (Figure 5A). To further confirm the
accumulation of non-targeted or ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles in tumor tissues, Prussian blue
staining was performed on the frozen tissue sections harvested 48 h after the injection of
nanoparticles. Prussian blue stained cells were found in the tumor sections from the mice
that received ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles but not in the tissue sections of the animals that
received non-targeted IO nanoparticles (Figure 5C). Examination of the microscope images
under high magnification showed the intracellular localization of the Prussian blue iron stain
within the cells (Figure 5C). The uptake of targeted IO nanoparticles is selective for
pancreatic tumor cells, as evidenced by the negative Prussian blue stain in the normal
pancreatic ductal epithelial cells and other normal cell types in the neighboring normal
pancreatic tissues (Figure 5C). Furthermore, the blue iron-stained cells were not detected in
the frozen tumor sections collected from the mice that received 8 nmol kg\(^{-1}\) of body weight
of non-targeted IO nanoparticles, which is the same amount as the targeted IO nanoparticles
used in the mice. Previous studies have shown that passive tumor targeting due to leaky
tumor vasculatures exhibit the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect leading to
nanoparticle delivery to the tumor without active targeting.\[14\] We further increased the
amount of non-targeted IO nanoparticles to determine the effect of the IO nanoparticle
dosage on the accumulation of the particles in the tumor. We found weak blue iron stain in
the extracellular space of the tumor areas but not in the normal pancreatic tissue areas of the
mice that received a higher dosage of the non-targeted IO nanoparticles, that is, 16nmol kg\(^{-1}\)
of body weight of IO nanoparticles instead of 8nmol kg\(^{-1}\) of body weight (Figure 5C, lower
right). This result supports that the ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles were delivered to the tumor
by way of receptor specific active targeting.

It is well known that non-targeted nanoparticles easily accumulate in the liver and spleen
after systemic delivery.\[32,33\] In the present study, we also observed the MRI signal decrease
in the liver and spleen in mice injected with ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles, indicating the
uptake of ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles by the liver and spleen. However, the reduction of
the MRI signal in the animals receiving ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticle were 25% less (liver)
and 52% less (spleen) when compared to the animals received non-targeted IO
nanoparticles, suggesting that the uptake of the nanoparticles in the liver and spleen were
reduced using ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles (Figure 5B).

MRI offers clinical feasibility of molecular imaging because it provides superb anatomic
resolution and tissue contrast for visualizing the tissue morphology and anatomical details of
organs in vivo. Because magnetic IO nanoparticles generate the strong susceptibility effect
that results in strong \(T_2\) and \(T_2^*\) contrast for contrast-enhanced MRI, magnetic IO
nanoparticles are becoming increasingly attractive for applications of in vivo molecular and
cellular MRI.\[34\] Polymer-coated IO nanoparticles have a long blood retention time, low
toxicity, and can be made to be biodegradable.\[32,33\] Therefore, the development of the
EGFR-targeted IO nanoparticles has the potential to be translated into clinical applications
for in vivo tumor imaging and targeted therapy. Since our long-term goal for developing the
ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticle is to apply the nanoparticle-based contrast agent in cancer
patients, our in vivo and in vitro experiments with magnetic IO nanoparticles were mainly
carried out at the current clinical available field strength of 3T.
Important aspects for the development of a targeted nanoimaging probe are the target specificity, the magnitude of the imaging signal or contrast, and the stability in vivo. Using an orthotopic human pancreatic xenograft model in nude mice, we demonstrated a marked decrease in the MRI signal in the pancreatic tumor areas, suggesting specific accumulation of the IO nanoparticles within the tumor. This T2 weighted contrast delineated the tumor region very well and was still detectable at 30 h after the nanoparticle injection. Our MRI data also showed a decrease in the MRI signal in the livers and spleens of the mice that received either targeted or non-targeted IO nanoparticles. However, analysis of MRI contrast change in tumor and normal tissues before and after the IO nanoparticle administration and histological examination of tumor and normal tissues suggest that targeted nanoparticles accumulated in the liver and spleen are less than that of mice receiving non-targeted nanoparticles. We believe that this reduction of non-specific uptake by the organs may allow more ScFvEGFR-conjugated nanoparticles to reach the tumor instead of being trapped by the liver and spleen.

3. Conclusion

By using a high-affinity single-chain anti-EGFR antibody (scFv B10, $K_D = 3.36 \times 10^{-9}$ μM) and nanoparticles, we have developed a compact-sized, EGFR-targeted nanoparticle for in vivo tumor imaging and delivery of therapeutic agents. We showed that the ScFvEGFR nanoparticles specifically bind to EGFR, which is a cell surface receptor expressed in a high percentage of human tumor cells. The EGFR-mediated internalization of the targeted nanoparticles in tumor cells increases the retention time and amount of the nanoparticles inside the tumor mass. Both of these properties fit very well with the criteria of a molecular target for receptor-targeted tumor imaging. We have also shown that ScFvEGFR nanoparticles are stable, retain target specificity to EGFR-expressing tumor cells, and enable EGFR-targeted MRI of human pancreatic cancer orthotopically implanted in the pancreas of nude mice. Therefore, our results demonstrate the potential applications of ScFvEGFR-conjugated nanoparticles for the detection of EGFR-expressing tumors using in vivo imaging approaches.

4. Experimental Section

Cancer Cell Lines

Human breast cancer MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7, human pancreatic cancer MIA PaCa-2, and human embryonic kidney epithelial HEK 293 cell lines were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Rockville, MD). Mouse mammary carcinoma cell line 4T1 was kindly provided by Dr. Fred R. Miller in the Barbara Ann Karmanos Cancer Institute, Detroit, MI.

Isolation of EGFR-Specific scFv B10 Clone from YUAN-FCCC Phage Display Library

The human EGFR-specific scFv B10 was isolated from the YUAN-FCCC human naïve phage display library using established solid phase biopanning methods. HEK 293 cells were stably transfected with a recombinant extracellular domain (ECD) of human EGFR.[6,35] Positive clones were sequenced and expressed from TG1 E. coli competent cells (Biochain Institute, Inc, Hayward, CA) for surface plasmon resonance (SPR) (Biacore 2000, GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ) and FACScan characterizations (BD Bioscience, San Jose, CA).[6,36] The scFv B10 clone was one of the strongest clones isolated. Affinity of scFv B10 for human EGFR was determined by SPR to be $3.36 \times 10^{-9}$ μM with a $K_d$ at 1.04 × 10^5 (Ms^−1) and a $K_{d}$ at 3.51 × 10^−4 (s^−1). Recombinant ScFvEGFR proteins with a molecular weight of 25 kDa were obtained from the bacterial lysates of scFv B10 transformed TG1 competent cells after Ni-NTA-agarose column separation under native conditions (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).
Production of ScFvEGFR-QDs or ScFvEGFR-IO Nanoparticles

QDs with an emission of 580 nm were synthesized using the protocol reported previously and then coated with the amphiphilic copolymers as described.[14,37,38] Ni-NTA was conjugated to QDs using a covalent link of the amine group of Ni-NTA with the carboxyl group (−COOH) of the amphiphilic polymer on the surface of QDs. ScFvEGFR proteins tagged with a sequence of six histidine residues were mixed with Ni-NTA-QDs at a molar ratio of 1 to 20 in PBS and incubated at 4 °C for overnight. Interaction of the His-tag with the nickel molecule leads to the stable conjugation of the ScFvEGFR single chain antibody to the surface of QDs.

ScFvEGFR was conjugated to the magnetic IO nanoparticle via a covalent link of the amine group of the protein with the carboxyl group (−COOH) of the amphiphilic polymer. The final ScFvEGFR nanoparticle conjugates were purified using a Nanosep 100k OMEGA filter column (Pall Corp, Ann Arbor, MI). The core size and hydrodynamic size of the magnetic IO nanoparticles were determined using TEM and Zetasizer Nano (Malvern Instruments Inc., Southborough, MA).

His-tagged recombinant GFP was produced from a pGFP-His-tag plasmid that was constructed in our laboratory using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-directed insertion of oligonucleotides encoding six histidine residues into a bacterial-expressing pGFP plasmid vector (Clontech, Mountain View, CA). Recombinant GFP was produced and purified using the same procedure as used for the ScFvEGFR protein.

Determination of Specificity of ScFvEGFR Using QDs

ScFvEGFR-QDs or non-targeted QDs were incubated with cells cultured in chamber slides at 4 °C for 1 h. The slides were examined under an inverted Olympus fluorescence microscope. To further determine the ScFvEGFR-mediated specific binding and internalization of QDs, ScFvEGFR-QDs or non-targeted QDs were incubated with breast cancer cell lines expressing a high level (MDA-MB-231) or low level (MCF-7) of EGFR at 37 °C for 2 h. After washing, cells were fixed with ice-cold acetone and slides were then examined under Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss Micro-Imaging, Inc, Thornwood, NY).

In vitro Assays for Specificity of ScFvEGFR-IO Nanoparticles

Cells in a 24-well tissue culture plate were incubated with IO nanoparticles for 3 h at 37 °C, and then washed and fixed with formaldehyde (2%). Prussian blue staining was performed to determine the presence of the IO nanoparticles inside the cells using a staining solution containing a 1:1 mixture of potassium ferrocyanide (5%) and HCl (5%) at 37 °C for 60 min.[39]

Orthotopic Human Pancreatic Cancer Xenograft Model

A pancreatic tumor model was established using an EGFR-expressing human pancreatic cancer cell line, MIA PaCa-2. Compared to other tumor cell lines, such as the breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 that has a level of EGFR expression at 4.8 × 10⁵ receptor cell⁻¹, the MIA PaCa-2 cell line has a moderate level of expression of 1.7 × 10⁵ receptor cell⁻¹.[6,40] This should allow us to determine whether in vivo targeting and tumor imaging can be achieved in a tumor without the need to have a very high level of EGFR on the tumor cells. 1 × 10⁷ of MIA PaCa-2 cells were injected directly into the pancreas of 6 to 8 week old female nude mice (Taconic, Hudson, NY). In 3 to 4 weeks, orthotopically xenografted pancreatic tumors typically reached 5 mm in diameter and were ready for experiments.
Target Specificity and Tissue Distribution Detected by ScFvEGFR-QDs

200 pmol of either ScFvEGFR-QDs or control non-targeted QDs was administrated to the tumor-bearing mice via a tail vein injection. The mice were sacrificed 5 h after the injection. Xenografted pancreatic tumor and normal tissues were removed and frozen in the liquid nitrogen. Frozen tissue sections were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 and examined directly under fluorescence microscopy or confocal microscopy.

MRI Scan in vitro and in vivo

$1 \times 10^7$ of tumor cells were harvested from the cell culture after incubating with 10 nM of various IO nanoparticles at 37 °C for 3 h. Cells were washed with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and then embedded in 1% agarose in multi-well plates. These cell plates were scanned using a 3T MRI scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA) and a multi-echo $T_2$ weighted fast spin echo imaging sequence to collect a series of echo time (TE) dependent data points simultaneously (32 different TE values ranging from 6 ms to 200 ms). ScFvEGFR-IO induced MRI signal changes in tumor cells were measured in the selected region of interest (ROI). $T_2$ values of each sample or well were calculated from the captured MRI by fitting the decay curve on a pixel-by-pixel basis using the non-linear mono-exponential algorithm of $M_i = M_0 \times \exp(-TE_i/T_2)$.

Tumor-bearing mice were scanned using a 3T MRI scanner with a customised rodent coil to collect pre- and post-contrast enhanced MRI data. After the mice were injected with ScFvEGFR-IO or non-targeted IO nanoparticles (8 or 16 nmol kg$^{-1}$ of body weight) in PBS (100 µl) though the tail vein, they were imaged at different time points to follow the MRI contrast changes. Images from pre- and post-contrast administration were compared to evaluate the contrast enhancement by the target-specific contrast agent. The imaging sequences include: $T_1$ and $T_2$ weighted spin echo or gradient echo imaging. A multi-echo $T_2$ weighted fast spin echo sequence (8 different TE values ranging from 10–120 ms) was used to obtain $T_2$ relaxometry of the whole mouse. The ROI method was used to evaluate and quantify the contrast agent induced signal or $T_2$ value changes in the tumor and other organs. The signal of the leg muscle was used to normalize the signals in ROIs.

Histological Analysis

The mice were sacrificed at 48 h after the injection of contrast agents or after MRI. Tumor and normal tissues were collected and frozen tissue sections were examined by Prussian blue staining to confirm the presence of IO nanoparticles in the tissue sections. After counterstaining with nuclear fast red (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), the slides were examined under bright field microscopy.
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Conjugation of ScFvEGFR to QDs and examination of specificity of EGFR targeting to tumor cell lines. A) QDs were coated with the amphiphilic polymer modified with short PEG chains and conjugated to Ni-NTA. Recombinant ScFvEGFR protein has a high purity showing as a single band protein with a molecular weight around 25 kDa. His-tagged ScFvEGFR was conjugated to QDs through the interaction of nickel with histidine residues located at the C-terminal of the protein. B) Specific binding of ScFvEGFR-QDs to targeted tumor cells was determined by incubating ScFvEGFR-QDs with 4T1, MDA-MB-231, and MIA PaCa-2 tumor cell lines at 4 °C for 1 h. ScFvEGFR-QDs, but not non-targeted QDs, were found on the cell surface of all tumor types (red). Blue: Hoechst 33342 counterstaining. C) Selective internalization of ScFvEGFR-QDs in tumor cells was determined using cancer cell lines expressing a high (MDA-MB-231) or low (MCF-7) level of EGFR. Strong red fluorescent signal was detected inside MDA-MB-231 cells incubated with ScFvEGFR-QDs but not with non-targeted QDs. A very low level of red fluorescence was seen in MCF-7 cells after incubating with ScFvEGFR-QDs. Cell nuclei were counterstained with SytoGreen (Invitrogen).
Figure 2.
In vivo tumor targeting and biodistribution of ScFvEGFR-QD. ScFvEGFR-QDs or non-targeted QDs were injected through the tail vein into nude mice bearing intra-pancreatic human xenograft tumor. The mice were sacrificed 5 h after the injection. Frozen tissue sections were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (blue) and examined under a fluorescence microscope. A) Strong QD fluorescent signal (red) was detected throughout the tumor tissue sections of pancreatic cancer xenograft obtained from the mouse that received ScFvEGFR-QDs but not non-targeted QDs. Under a higher magnification (40 × lens), QDs were located in the cytoplasm of the tumor cells. Confocal microscopy confirmed internalization of the QDs into the tumor cells, showing as small fluorescent QD clusters scattered in the cytoplasmic region of the cell. B) Examination of frozen sections obtained from normal tissues of the mouse that received non-targeted QDs revealed strong QD signal in the liver and spleen and low levels of QDs in the lung and kidney (red). The liver and spleen tissue sections obtained from the mouse that received ScFvEGFR-QDs had markedly lower levels of QDs compared to non-targeted QD injected tissues.
Figure 3.
Construction of ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles and examination of specificity and magnetic signal strength of the IO nanoparticles in tumor cells in vitro. A) 10nm size uniformed IO nanoparticles were coated with amphiphilic copolymers modified with short PEG chains. ScFvEGFR proteins were conjugated to the IO nanoparticles mediated by EDAC. The particle sizes were determined by TEM and hydrodynamic light scattering measurement. The number is the mean of three measurements. B) Specific binding of the ScFvEGFR-IO to tumor cells was determined by incubating the viable cells with the targeted-IO nanoparticles followed by Prussian blue staining. C) MRI scan showed significant T$_2$ signal decrease in the cells incubated with ScFvEGFR-IO but not with GFP-IO or IO nanoparticles. The first well of the upper panel of MDA-MB-231 cells shows a decrease in T$_2$ contrast with darker MRI. The lower panel of MDA-MB-231 and result of MIA PaCa-2 cells display the level of T$_2$ contrast decrease measured by T$_2$ relaxometry mapping method. [41] A low T$_2$ value correlates with a higher iron concentration (red color), indicating higher level of specific binding of ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles to tumor cells. D) Multi-echo T$_2$ weighted fast spin echo imaging sequences further confirmed the fastest T$_2$ value drop in MDA-MB-231 cells after incubation with ScFvEGFR-IO but not with control GFP-IO nanoparticles.
Figure 4.
Examination of target specificity of ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles by MRI using an orthotopic human pancreatic xenograft model. A) MRI of a tumor-bearing mouse. ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles (8 nmol kg$^{-1}$ body weight) were injected into the mouse through the tail vein. Pre- and post-contrast MRI at 5 and 30 h were collected. Upper and lower panels showed the MRI from different sectional levels of the same mouse. The areas of the pancreatic tumor were marked as a dash-lined circle (pink). The pancreatic tumor area showed a bright signal before receiving the nanoparticle. After injection of the targeted IO nanoparticles, a marked MRI contrast decrease was detected in the tumor (darker), which delineated the area of the tumor lesion. MRI contrast change is also found in the liver (green arrow) and spleen. These MRIs are representative results of five mice that received ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles. Lower right is the picture of tumor and spleen tissues, showing sizes and locations of two intra-pancreatic tumor lesions (arrows) that correspond with the tumor images of MRI. B) MRI of a mouse that received non-targeted IO nanoparticles. The tumor area (pink dash-lined circle) did not show MRI signal decrease at 5 and 30 h after the injection of nanoparticles. The areas representing the liver and spleen had marked signal decrease due to the $T_2$ contrast. Shown are representative MRIs of three mice that received control IO nanoparticles.
**Figure 5.**
Determination of the biodistribution of ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles by MRI and histological analysis. Profiling of MRI signal change. MRI contrast intensity changes in the mouse that received IO or ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles for 5 and 28 h were measured in the regions of tumor (A) or various normal tissues (B). Relative intensity was calculated using the intensity in the leg muscle as unity. Fold decreases of the relative intensity in MRI were compared between pre- and post-ScFvEGFR-IO injection and plotted in the figure. The higher level of the relative contrast intensity change suggests that more IO nanoparticles accumulated in the tissue. The figure represents one of two pair of mice that received ScFvEGFR-IO or non-targeted IO nanoparticles and had their MRI data analyzed. The number is the mean value of three measurements of randomly selected regions in each organ. C) Examination of tissue distribution of the IO nanoparticles by Prussian blue staining. Cells with blue staining are found in tumor tissue sections obtained from a mouse that received ScFvEGFR-IO nanoparticles. Upper panel pictures a and b were taken from the same field with either a 20x or a 40x lens. Upper picture c was from a different area of the tissue section showing that not all tumor cells were positive for blue iron staining. Background of the tissue sections was stained with nuclear fast red. The epithelial cells lining a normal pancreatic duct in nearby normal pancreatic tissues were negative for Prussian blue staining (upper panel, d). On the other hand, tumor sections obtained from a mouse that received a tail vein injection of the same amount of non-targeted IO nanoparticles showed positive staining (h).
nanoparticles (8 nmol kg$^{-1}$ of body weight) did not have detectable iron staining positive cells (lower panel, pictures e and f). However, in the tumor sections of a mouse that received a higher concentration of the non-targeted IO nanoparticles (16 nmol kg$^{-1}$ of body weight), weak Prussian blue positive stained areas were detected in the tumor (green arrows), but not in the normal pancreatic tissue (yellow arrows) (lower panels, g and h).